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HDP-2014-1083  
1611 Walnut Avenue 

 
Historic Landmark Commission: 
 
Two of the main goals of the Chestnut Neighborhood Plan are to “Reinforce the historic and cultural 
character of Chestnut by identifying and designating landmarks” and to “Promote the rehabilitation of 
existing housing and new infill housing compatible with the old style of the Chestnut neighborhood.” 
 
In the pursuit of these goals and after reviewing the documentation of this case The Chestnut NPCT believes 
the residential biographies and architecture of this home are sufficiently significant to be considered for 
historic zoning and recommends that the HLC initiate an historic zoning case. 
 
Our diverse NPCT of over 75 neighborhood stakeholders voted overwhelmingly to support initiating historic 
zoning for this home to preserve its architectural and biographical contributions to our neighborhoodʼs 
history. 
 
The Chestnut NPCT has a long track record of finding ways to uphold our neighborhood plan while working 
with developers and home owners to find creative and productive solutions that enhance the fabric of our 
neighborhood while preserving its character.  
 
This case, concerning MX3 Homes’ application to demolish a circa 1925 house, has drawn immense attention 
from the community, as evidenced by the following attached documents: 

● 1611Walnut_NextDoorPost_Jan18.pdf  - original NextDoor post that sparked wide neighborhood 
discussion 

● 1611Walnut_IncreaseCNPCTMeetingAttendance.pdf - chart depicting dramatically increased 
NPCT meeting attendance subsequent to initial MX3 demolition application; many of the new 
members attended meetings and corresponded with representatives from MX3 on behalf of the 
case’s subcommittee, beginning  February 4th and extending through the summer 

● 1611Walnut_EmailUpdate_Sept16.pdf - An organized archive of recent emails between the 
Chestnut NPCT and representatives of MX3 

● 1611Walnut_VoteResults_Sept27.pdf - Results from the 9.27 vote that show that a large majority of 
participating voters — 26 of 32 — support the initiation of a historic zoning case 

 
We agree strongly with the initial Historic Preservation Staff Recommendation:  

“This house is very typical of vernacular housing in the neighborhood and has a 60-year history with 
the family who built the house – the head of the household was a concrete worker for the City Street 
and Bridge Department and his wife did domestic work – both typical occupations for 
African-American families in the early 20th century. The house has architectural and historical 
value and should be preserved and rehabilitated, if feasible.” 

 
 After exhaustive efforts to find alternate solutions, we have ultimately decided that an official historic 
zoning designation is the best option for this property and the Chestnut neighborhood.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Amenity Applewhite 
Secretary, Chestnut NPCT 
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No!! Permit requested to demolish 1611 Walnut (https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com
/news_feed/?post=8807609)
Alisha Cloud (https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com/profile/1854357) from Chestnut

I am so very, very sad to have received notice that there has been a
request for a permit to demolish the house at 1611 Walnut Ave. This
house sits on an unusually large lot, so I imagine we are looking at
another 4plex to be built in its place. The application is put in by the
same real estate company that is redoing the 1800 block of Ulit.

I do not own my house, so I do not have any standing to object to
this permit being issued. I am attaching some photos of the paperwork that was sent in
the mail to me. Only "interested parties" have the ability to appeal. Is there anyone who
wants to head up a neighborhood objection to this demolition? Interested parties are
defined as "property owners within 500 feet" or officers of the neighborhood
association. I am attaching a photo of their definition of interested party.

The hearing will be on Monday the 26th. A neighbor and I are going to go and speak
against. I invite all who have sadness at the quickly changing nature of out
neighborhood to attend as well.

This house is a beautiful example of the housing style that this neighborhood was built
in. If we keep tearing down the old houses and replacing them with personality-less
modern housing, so that a real estate developer can flip these houses at high sale
prices, we will get more and more of whats not working in this neighborhood:
fast-cycling rentals, uninvested residents, and higher and higher property taxes. I'm so
sad to be losing yet another one of our long-time residents, only to have a real estate
developer come and capitalize on their departure.

My neighbor had a friend who was trying to buy that house. She got to look at it, loved
it, wanted to remodel it, and put in her contract but the developer had already landed
the deal. What is our future if real people who want to care for and be a part of our
neighborhood are getting beat out by the developers time and time again?

Please excuse my high emotion here, but I have been in 78702 for 20 years, and it
saddens me beyond words to see the real estate feeding frenzy pushing liveability and
people to the side.

Thanks for reading this, and please spread the word to others who might be interested.
Shared with Chestnut in General (https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com/general/)
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You, Emma (https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com/profile/1043606/), Chia
(https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com/profile/1043768/), and 9 others thanked
Alisha (https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com/profile/1854357/)

Trinity White (https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com/profile/1010856) from Chestnut

Alisha you do not have to own the house to be an interested party. If you
received the notice then you live within 500' of the property in question and
have a right to fill out the form and respond to … View more

Thanked! Flag
You, Emma (https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com/profile/1043606/), Chia
(https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com/profile/1043768/), and 2 others thanked Trinity
(https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com/profile/1010856/)

Kent Walker (https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com/profile/1742179) from Chestnut

I have to agree with Mark; I've owned more than one vehicle that I loved
dearly and dreamed of restoring, but when the cost of restoring it well
exceeded the price of a brand-new Harley, it just … View more

Thank Flag

Noah Sloan (https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com/profile/1067026) from Chestnut

I also hate seeing the traditional houses in this neighborhood being torn
down to build something new, cheap and ugly, but a 4plex would not
necessarily be a bad thing for the neighborhood. That's 3 … View more

Thank Flag
Kent (https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com/profile/1742179/) and Victor
(https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com/profile/2101440/) thanked Noah
(https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com/profile/1067026/)

(https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com/profile/1010856)

(https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com/profile/1742179)

(https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com/profile/1067026)

(https://chestnutaustin.nextdoor.com/news_feed/)
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amenity applewhite <amenity.applewhite@gmail.com>

[NPCT] 1611 Walnut Update - Vote Friday
36 messages

amenity applewhite <amenity.applewhite@gmail.com> Wed, Sep 16, 2015 at 2:37 PM
To: Cavan Merski <cavan.merski@gmail.com>, David Carrol <davidcarroll@huoarchitects.com>
Cc: Adam Jones <adamtoddjones@gmail.com>, Alisha Cloud <alishacloud@gmail.com>, Alykhan Mohamed
<alykh87@gmail.com>, Amenity Applewhite <amenity.applewhite@gmail.com>, Andrea Guerra
<aaguerra@gmail.com>, Andrew Sinnott <atsinnott@gmail.com>, Angela White-Tragus <awhigus@gmail.com>,
Ariane Corcoran <arianeareis@gmail.com>, B+B Investments <paul@whitneymotorcars.com>, Beky Hayes
<beksabbath@yahoo.com>, Betsy Boone <betsybtexas@gmail.com>, Brenda Collier <brenda@atxinvestments.net>,
Brian Megless <bmegless@gmail.com>, Casey Seeboth <caseyseeboth@gmail.com>, Chia Guillory
<chiahats@hotmail.com>, Chris Davidson <chris@thechive.com>, Dawna Ballard <dawnaballard@gmail.com>, Doug
Marcis <doug@30n.us>, Doug Powell <douglaspowell1@mac.com>, Emma Esparza <emma.l.esparza@gmail.com>,
Erin Gentry <eringentry@gmail.com>, George Reynolds <grdr@hotmail.com>, Greg Geisler <greg@raytracer.com>,
Greg Goeken <gregory.goeken@gmail.com>, Hudson Baird <hudsonbaird@gmail.com>, Jeff Grier
<grier.jeff@yahoo.com>, Jennifer Lewis <jenni.perrell@gmail.com>, Jennifer Walker
<jennifermwalker@earthlink.net>, Jenny Davidson <jennyjordan79@hotmail.com>, Jesse Garcia
<jessejgarcia@gmail.com>, Jessyl Bradford <jessylbradford@aol.com>, Jim Petit <jimptexas@gmail.com>, Jody
Snee <jodysnee@hotmail.com>, Joe Harper <joeharperjr@gmail.com>, John-Michael Cortez
<jmvcortez@gmail.com>, Jonathan Traylor <jonathan.traylor@paradisahomes.com>, Jordan Smith
<jordanmeresmith@gmail.com>, Keith Zeiler <keithezeiler@gmail.com>, Kevin Smith
<kevin@empiricodevelopment.com>, Kim Davis <kimdavis78702@gmail.com>, Leslie Geller
<leslieageller@gmail.com>, Leslie Padilla <lesliepadilla@yahoo.com>, Lex Zwarun <newcastle512@gmail.com>,
Manny Cavazos <manicotti88@hotmail.com>, Marian Barber <marianj.barber@gmail.com>, Mark Corcoran
<mark.a.corcoran@gmail.com>, Megan Rucker <Megan.rucker@gmail.com>, Meredith Townley
<mere_sea@yahoo.com>, Michael Buckley <mikedbuckley@gmail.com>, Michael Madison
<michael.e.madison@gmail.com>, Michelle Buckley <michelle.e.buckley@gmail.com>, Myrna Garcia
<MyrnaGarciaRealtor@gmail.com>, Nancy Preciado <nancy.preciado@gmail.com>, Natalie Cramer
<nocramer@yahoo.com>, Paddy Tawada <drpeas@gmail.com>, Paul Barnes <pbarnes4@austin.rr.com>, Paul
Pierce <paul.g.pierce@att.com>, Rebecca Dreke <rebecca.dreke@gmail.com>, Rex Bowers <t56rex@gmail.com>,
Richard Kelly <rkelly.atx@gmail.com>, Ryan Rinaldi <ryan_rinaldi@mac.com>, Sam Covey <samcovey@gmail.com>,
Sashmit B Bhaduri <sbb@utexas.edu>, Sean Barry <sean.d.barry@gmail.com>, Sean Garretson
<sean@pegasusplanninganddevelopment.com>, Sherry Vance <sherryv77@gmail.com>, Stephanie Trinh
<stephaniektrinh@gmail.com>, Steve Teng <steve@austinstone.org>, Steven Aleman <stevenraleman@gmail.com>,
Susan Harris <susan@austinsitesolutions.com>, Susan Wallace <swallaceis@austin.rr.com>, Tim Andrews
<timandrews1972@gmail.com>, Tim Krcmarik <tckrcmarik@hotmail.com>, Tom Patton <tpatton@mfiaustin.com>,
Tracy Matysik <matysik@mail.utexas.edu>, Tricia Ciccocioppo <trish@chico-chopo.com>, Trinity White
<trinity.white@ymail.com>, Victor Tran <victortran2011@gmail.com>, Will Meredith <will@mfiaustin.com>, Willis Hunt
<wghuntco@sbcglobal.net>, Chris <beckandbella@gmail.com>, Barry Dersh <winbard@yahoo.com>, Wanda Walker
<wajegolden@yahoo.com>, Tracey Mills <Tracey_Mills@dell.com>, Tony Velasco <t0n3d0g@gmail.com>

[Side note: Tracey's presentation for the BoA went great Monday night.  She got major props from the Board for
all the legwork she's done to coordinate with the neighbors, NPCT, and the City.  All variances approved -
congratulations, Tracy!!]

Hi all,

Many of you have noticed that renovations to 1611 Walnut, as agreed upon with MX3, have yet to be initiated. 
Thank you very much for your inquiries and concern about this matter.  In this email, I hope to bring everyone up
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to speed with recent developments to this case in preparation for another online vote I'll open this Friday. 

Friday's vote will have two options for the original 1925 house at 1611 Walnut:

Support the initiation of a historic zoning case at the 9/28 HLC meeting.
Support demolition of the home and work with MX3 designers on a new home for the site.

I have organized recent important emails between Sal Martinez and the NPCT and results from an online CNPCT
vote in July below.  I am also attaching the following documents:

AS10 1611 Walnut Avenue Site Plan.pdf - MX3's proposed plans for the replacement home
1611walnut_postpone-01-23-15.pdf - Official letter to the HLC expressing the CNPCT's desire to postpone
the case in order to learn more about the home and possible solutions that would benefit both MX3 and
Chestnut
1611WalnutReport.pdf - The City of Austin Staff Recommendation and supporting research from January. 
Steve Sodowsky, CoA Historic Preservation Officer, has indicated recently that their recommendation
remains and his staff will still oppose demolition or relocation.

As with the New Hope email thread, I've cc'ed everyone on this email visibly since we will not be able to discuss
this matter at an actual NPCT meeting.  Please reply-all in order to share your questions, thoughts, and concerns
in a constructive and neighborly manner!

Thank you,
Amenity

=================================
    1611 Walnut Case, July 2015 - present
=================================

On July 20th, Annette Moreno of MX3, who we'd been in contact with since the inception of the case, informed
Cavan that the easement MX3 had been planning for the new homes to sit over the lot line would not be approved
by the city.  She gave us two options:

(1)  We move the home five feet away from the lot line. There is a high risk that the house’s structural integrity
will be affected. 
(2)  Demo the existing home and we will rebuild a home exactly like the existing one.

On July 24th, we held an online vote and voted overwhelmingly (20 to 3) to move the home:

We reported the results to MX3 and learned that Annette was no longer working with the company.  Here is the
email from Sal, the President of MX3, on July 29th:

Hello Cavan,
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It’s a pleasure to meet you.  I wanted to apologize for the recent change in requests from MX3 Homes with
regards to the property on 1611 Walnut.  It was my intention to preserve this property per our agreement until
the COA came back and denied our building permit.  MX3 did not foresee these issues/requirements by COA
which now takes MX3 back to square one for 1611 Walnut.  

Annette informed me of the recent decision by the neighborhood with regards to moving the property in an
attempt to remodel it.  Unfortunately, after talking to the movers, moving this house would make the property
structurally unsafe beyond repair.  At MX3, safety to the buyer and my employees is the #1 priority Moving the
property would cause a safety issue and as owner of the company, I cannot risk that which is why I cannot
support the neighborhoods decision.    

With that being said, my plan is to re-submit for demo which would allow us to build a Primary/2nd apt (once
approved) as originally planned.  If I can get support from the neighborhood to demo this property, I will have
my architect design homes with a look and feel very similar to the existing house (instead of a design similar to
the homes on 1609 Walnut) for both the front and back houses.  

Hopefully we can work something out.  Please let me know if you have any questions.  

SAL MARTINEZ

President & Owner

Cavan replied with the following email on July 30th:
Hi Sal - 

It's nice to meet you as well.  I appreciate your original intention to preserve the house and it is unfortunate that
after all the time and work that has gone into this project that we're back at square one.  

I can understand your concern for safety but could you be more descriptive about the parts of the home that
would be unsafe after moving?  Or do you have a report from a mover?  My intent is not to doubt you but rather
provide due diligence to the neighborhood as this is the second time MX3 has changed course on the
agreement. 

As far as supporting demolition for a similar design - I can propose this to the team for a vote but in all honesty I
don't foresee that option being supported.  From our perspective, we made an agreement in good faith with
MX3 to sidestep the HLC designation process (which avoided the 180 day construction delay) and to support
more square footage on the back house in order to preserve the home. Now, because of a development issue
that MX3 did not foresee (and had nothing to do with us) the agreement was altered.  After letting us know
there are two options forward from that point the neighborhood overwhelmingly voted to support one option and
now you're taking the other option.  

Furthermore, if we were to support demolition there would be no regulation to hold MX3 to any agreed upon
design, and recent events haven't inspired faith in MX3's commitment to hold their end of an agreement. 

The neighborhood voted to support the HLC designation at the onset of this case and I don't believe that will
change if you apply for another demolition permit.  

I'll be out of town until August 4th but have CC'd Amenity Applewhite and David Carrol who are the other
members of the Chestnut NPCT exec team of you have any questions in the meantime.

Thanks,
Cavan Merski
CNPCT Chair
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Sal replied on July 31st:
Hello Cavan,

Yes it is unfortunate that we are back at square one after much effort from both MX3 the neighborhood.  

As I’m sure you are already aware, dealing with the City of Austin is not easy.  MX3 has built over 100 houses
and not once have I seen a situation like this.  No one could have seen the current issue that we have now
coming.  MX3 made the commitment to the neighborhood assuming the City would allow a building permit
which we all had no reason to believe would be a problem.   Since the city will not allow a building permit under,
the conditions around our agreement have changed which is why we are back to square one.  

With regards to the safety of the house, I do not have a report as the information I received was verbally by the
mover who has had years of experience moving houses.  In addition to the safety concern, the mover informed
me that the cost to moving the house would be in the range of $25K - $30K.  If there was no risk of the house
not being salvageable after the move, the cost would not be an issue.  But to spend 25K - $30K in order to have
little to no chance to salvage the house is not feasible and the project would not be worth continuing.  

In the past, I have dealt with the neighborhood association for my properties on 3402 &3404 Merrie Lynn to
where they had to approve the duplex design I was building.  Please contact them as a reference to MX3
following through on getting approval for a design.    

It would be in MX3’s best interest to make sure we use the drawing’s with a similar design as mentioned in the
previous email for Walnut.  We sell over 65 houses a year and we are scheduled to sell over 65 next year.
 Preserving the relationship with the neighborhood is important as I expect to purchase more properties in this
area.   If the neighborhood would approve the demolition of the property, I would provide you with a Permit set
of drawings prior to the Historical meeting in August.   The neighborhood would have the opportunity to approve
the exterior design of the house. 

Based on the current restrictions of the city, at this point I’m willing to wait out the 180 days to get the demo
permit if necessary but I would rather work with the neighborhood if possible.  I can provide a set of permit
drawings in the next week for review.  Please let me know how the neighborhood would like to proceed.  

SAL MARTINEZ

President & Owner

Cavan then forwarded the emails to the subcommittee, and wrote the following email to Sal on August 25th:

Sal - 

I'm sorry for the delay in my response, I shared your email with the subcommittee of NPCT members who
originally met with Annette and worked out the original plans (around 10 neighbors).  There wasn't any support
for demolishing the house with that group but one idea that came up was the NPCT and surrounding neighbors
supporting a variance through the Board of Adjustments  that allowed the original home to stay in place and be
remodeled as is with the current setbacks.  With neighborhood support combined with the complexities and
unconventional approach of this development as a hardship this could be a possibility, correct?  I remember you
said you'd be willing to wait out a 180 day construction delay that would accompany an initiation of a historic
zoning case and I imagine this option wouldn't take nearly as long to play out.  It would also remain true to the
original agreement MX3 made with the neighborhood.

If this is not an option we can hold an NPCT wide vote (as we do with all such decisions) and certainly have a
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result to you by 8/28.  Like I've said before, with MX3 changing the original terms of the deal I don't foresee
much support for demolition but we will vote on these options if that's what you'd like.  The options would be:

1. Support the initiation of a historic zoning case at the 9/28 HLC meeting or 
2. Support demolition of the home and work with your designers on a new home for the site.  

Thanks,
Cavan

On September 8th, Sal informed us that this is indeed how he would like to proceed.  As stated above, I'll open
this vote on Friday. 

Amenity Applewhite//////
//////Austin, TX ////////////

3 attachments

AS10 1611 Walnut Avenue Site Plan.pdf
367K

1611walnut_postpone-01-23-15.pdf
37K

1611WalnutReport.pdf
590K

amenity applewhite <amenity.applewhite@gmail.com> Wed, Sep 16, 2015 at 2:42 PM
To: Tony Velasco <t0n3d0g@gmail.com>

Hi Tony,

I included you on this email although you are not on our email list.  I am not even sure if you live in Chestnut, so
sorry for the noise if it's annoying to be included, but I hope the information is at least helpful if you're still pursuing
information on the situation.

If you feel comfortable sharing some your information about Bertha Price on this email thread, I think it would be
hugely illuminating for the NPCT to keep in mind as we vote.

Thank you,
Amenity

Amenity Applewhite//////
//////Austin, TX ////////////

[Quoted text hidden]

Susan <swallaceis@austin.rr.com> Wed, Sep 16, 2015 at 6:13 PM
To: amenity applewhite <amenity.applewhite@gmail.com>, Cavan Merski <cavan.merski@gmail.com>

This whole thing smells bad. Cavan letters were beautifully put. Nice job team, -s&KT
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<winbard@yahoo.com>, Wanda Walker <wajegolden@yahoo.com>, "<Tracey_Mills@Dell.com>"
<Tracey_Mills@dell.com>, Tony Velasco <t0n3d0g@gmail.com>

Thank you, Jessyl, for your thoughtful input. 

To clarify, homes have already been constructed on the Southern half of the original lot.  I just walked my dogs
past and snapped some photos, attached below, to illustrate. I also included a photo from the City Staff Report so
that everyone can see how the original house looked last winter when Ms. Price was still in residence.  You can
also see the StreetView here. 

I encourage anyone who's voting to swing by and take a look if you have not seen the lot recently in person, but I
do hope these photos will be informative for those who don't have a chance to do so.

I'll open the online voting via SurveyMonkey this afternoon or evening. 

Thanks,
Amenity

Here is a view from the alley, of the back house:

Here is a view from Maple of the front house:
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Here are some photos of the entire lot and the original house:
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Amenity Applewhite//////
//////Austin, TX ////////////

[Quoted text hidden]

Jim Petitt <jimptexas@gmail.com> Fri, Sep 18, 2015 at 1:46 PM
To: amenity applewhite <amenity.applewhite@gmail.com>

Hi Amenity
Before I write something I just  wanted to make sure my memory is correct.
Didnt we originally vote to support a variance for MX3 to be allowed to increase the size of a rear house at 1611 if
they were to keep the existing house at 1611?
Then they built the new house at 1609 with a rear house.  Did we also vote to support a variance of the size of the
rear house at 1609?
Lastly, was there any talk about a variance change on the space between 1611 and 1609?
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amenity applewhite <amenity.applewhite@gmail.com> Fri, Sep 18, 2015 at 4:00 PM
To: Jim Petitt <jimptexas@gmail.com>
Cc: David Carroll <davidcarroll@huoarchitects.com>, Trinity White <trinity.white@ymail.com>, Cavan Merski
<cavan.merski@gmail.com>
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amenity applewhite <amenity.applewhite@gmail.com> Thu, Sep 24, 2015 at 7:14 PM
To: Cavan Merski <cavan.merski@gmail.com>, David Carrol <davidcarroll@huoarchitects.com>
Cc: Adam Jones <adamtoddjones@gmail.com>, Alisha Cloud <alishacloud@gmail.com>, Alykhan Mohamed
<alykh87@gmail.com>, Amenity Applewhite <amenity.applewhite@gmail.com>, Andrea Guerra
<aaguerra@gmail.com>, Andrew Sinnott <atsinnott@gmail.com>, Angela White-Tragus <awhigus@gmail.com>,
Ariane Corcoran <arianeareis@gmail.com>, B+B Investments <paul@whitneymotorcars.com>, Beky Hayes
<beksabbath@yahoo.com>, Betsy Boone <betsybtexas@gmail.com>, Brenda Collier <brenda@atxinvestments.net>,
Brian Megless <bmegless@gmail.com>, Casey Seeboth <caseyseeboth@gmail.com>, Chia Guillory
<chiahats@hotmail.com>, Chris Davidson <chris@thechive.com>, Dawna Ballard <dawnaballard@gmail.com>, Doug
Marcis <doug@30n.us>, Doug Powell <douglaspowell1@mac.com>, Emma Esparza <emma.l.esparza@gmail.com>,
Erin Gentry <eringentry@gmail.com>, George Reynolds <grdr@hotmail.com>, Greg Geisler <greg@raytracer.com>,
Greg Goeken <gregory.goeken@gmail.com>, Hudson Baird <hudsonbaird@gmail.com>, Jeff Grier
<grier.jeff@yahoo.com>, Jennifer Lewis <jenni.perrell@gmail.com>, Jennifer Walker
<jennifermwalker@earthlink.net>, Jenny Davidson <jennyjordan79@hotmail.com>, Jesse Garcia
<jessejgarcia@gmail.com>, Jessyl Bradford <jessylbradford@aol.com>, Jim Petit <jimptexas@gmail.com>, Jody
Snee <jodysnee@hotmail.com>, Joe Harper <joeharperjr@gmail.com>, John-Michael Cortez
<jmvcortez@gmail.com>, Jonathan Traylor <jonathan.traylor@paradisahomes.com>, Jordan Smith
<jordanmeresmith@gmail.com>, Keith Zeiler <keithezeiler@gmail.com>, Kevin Smith
<kevin@empiricodevelopment.com>, Kim Davis <kimdavis78702@gmail.com>, Leslie Geller
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